
S.No. Sch. Item No. Description of item Unit Labour
PWD NBO Rate

1 24.1 Laying stoneware pipe(to level or slopes) and
jointing with stiff mixture of cement mortal in
ratio of 1:1(cement & fine sand) including
testing of pipes and joints complete.

a-  100mm dia R.M. 29.00
b-  150mm dia. R.M. 40.00

2 24.7 Laying cement concrete 1:5:10 in haunching
S.W. pipes including concrete for
bedding,necessary from work & curing
complete.

R.M. 35.00

3 24.18 Laying jointing pointing with a stiff mixture of
cement mortar in ratio 1:1(cement and fine sand)
salt glazed S.W. or white glazed half round
channels.

R.M. 21.00

4 24.19 Fixing S.W. gully trap grade"A" complete with
C.I.grating,brick masonary chamber &water
tight C.I.cover frame of 300 mmx300mm
size(inside) square mouth traps or "P" or "S"
type traps.

Each 99.00
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type traps.
5 24.27 Constrcting man hole with R.C.C. top slab in

1:2:4 mix foundation concrete 1:4:8 mix
inside plaster 15mm thick with cement mortar
1:3(Cement and fine sand) with a floating
coat of neat cement and making channels in
cement concrete 1:2:4 mix finished smooth
including curing and testing.

(a) Inside size 800x800mm and 500mm deep
including C.I. cover frame.

Each 549.00

(b) Inside size 1200mmx900mm and 1.0
metre deep including C.I. cover and frame.

Each 1054.00

6 24.28 Extra over item No. 24.27 for every additional
depth of 0.10 metre or part there of main hole

(a) Size 800x800mm R.M. 29.00
(b) Size 1200x900mm R.M. 31.00

7 24.36 Making connection of drain or sewer line with
existing man hole including breaking into and
making good walls, floors with cement
concrete,1:2:4 cement plastered on both side
with cement mortar 1:3 finished with a floating
coat of neat cement and making necessary
channels with cement concrete 1:2:4 for the
drain etc, complete.

Each 59.00
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